
Ryton Website Action Group Meeting Minutes   

Tuesday 19th March 2013 at 7.30pm at 27 Holly Drive 

 

1. Present:   Marcus Henry (MH) Stuart Wells (SW) Rebecca Lucas (RL) Ba Marsh (BM) 

2. Apologies:  Ian Spiers (IS) Geoffrey Tooke (Clerk to Parish Council) (GT) 

3. Minutes from 12th Feb approved  

4. Matters Arising 

 Image Gallery at top of page – Stuart still working on this     SW 

  ‘Events’/’What’s On’ options – Calendar etc working well now - approved   

 List of organisations/clubs etc ongoing – BM to help with contact details etc MH/BM 

 Green spaces:            
  
1: Add in details re concessionary rate for villagers for Ryton Pool car park (contact Parish    
Council Clerk – details: Parish Office - open ‘clinic’ 9am – 1pm, 2nd,3rd,4th and 5th Wed’s or 
email)                      SW? 

 2: Add in footpath map                 IS, GT 
 3: Ryton Gardens? 
 4: Additional fishing pools  
 

 School: ongoing -  Prepare page         BM 
 

 About our Village           
Suggestions followed up by RL.  SW to arrange - direct info to relevant pages as they are set 
up 

 

 Village Hall/Community Centre pages:       IS 
 

 Parish Council                        IS 
 

 If sending pictures to SW to upload, send JPEG or PNG     ALL 
 

 Request for meeting for all Action Groups to share progress – still working on April/May
 meeting                       BM
                

 

Previously suggested points to keep in mind: 

           

1. Look into setting up to count/analyse the number of hits on site once running- Google 

analytic system looks promising  

2. Think about who might be interested parties we could ask for opinion 



3. Plan launch i.e. dates to aim for/process, village drop, to make people aware/ encourage 

them to explore/interact with site 

4. Suggested Future additional page: ‘On our doorstep/What’s near us’  Linked to ‘About our 

village’- might include Cov Cathedral, Warwick/Kenilworth Castles, Raquet Centre links etc  

              

Next Meeting: Wednesday 17th April 2013 at 7.30pm at 27 Holly Drive      

Updated Notes from Stuart re Web site:  

Hi All 

 

I thought I should update you in case my activities have confused you in the last 24hrs or so. 

I have recreated the websites under a slightly different URL (I could explain why, but I had to, to make 

something else a little easier). 

I have dropped all the previous website (except the play site) and only recreated 2 of them. 

The active websites are now: 

http://ryton-on-dunsmore.t15.org/wordpress/ 

http://ryton-on-dunsmore.t15.org/rytondev/ 

http://ryton-on-dunsmore.t15.org/rytonlive/ 

(you might not notice immediately, but the end or the URLs used to be /dev/ or /live/…but they are now 

/rytondev/ and /rytonlive/…also I have dropped stage for now). 

Whilst the “wordpress” one is the play site, I have imported all the posts from that site into the “rytondev” 

one to give you a better feel for how it might look and I have started to add in some more content (added 

pictures to Ba’s church content and put the words only into Green Spaces so far – plus a sub-menu for it). I 

rephrased a couple of lines in the church and green spaces content so I could just “link” the content rather 

than saying “click here’ or “on this page”. 

I shall now continue to add styling to the calendar etc. 

 

Stuart 
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